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# NEWS FLASH!!!!

We hope you enjoy the ADS Geared Up Newsletter. We look forward to hearing your thoughts on anything you would like to see in future issues. Please contact us at adsnewsletter@adstactical.com with any questions or comments.

---
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Benchmade’s 7Hook/StrapCutter is a no-nonsense cutting tool designed for quick deployment and rapid cutting. Next to your field knife, our 7Hook is one of the most utility driven tools a Service Member can carry. The single piece, all steel construction of the 7Hook allows for a super simple application. No screws to lose or strip, no extra blades to carry or misplace, and no assembly required. Its bulbous handle shape grips easily even with cold, wet, or injured hands. The blade steel on the 7Hook is heat treated for durability so it will not chip or roll-over the edge. All 7Hooks come equipped with a durable soft sheath that is Molle® compatible.

- Large Handle w/ Vinyl Coating for Grip
- Multiple Grip Options for Specific Application
- Molle® Compatible Soft Sheath

NEW 7HOOK COMBOS

AUTO-PRESIDIO® & 7-HOOK

- Automatic AXIS® Lock for Ambidextrous Actuation
- Patented Bi-Directional Grip Pattern
- Non-Reflective Components for Tactical Applications
- Molle® Compatible Soft Sheaths (Both Knife & 7-Hook)

GRIPTILIAN® & 7-HOOK

- Ambidextrous AXIS® Lock w/ Thumb-Hole Opener
- Lightweight Molded Sand Color Handle
- Hollowground and BK1™ Coated Blade
- Molle® Compatible Soft Sheath (7-Hook Only)

All Benchmade products, including strap-cutters, are covered by our LifeSharp™ program.
COMBAT MEDICAL SYSTEMS

MOJO-514

VEHICLE MEDICAL KIT

The “Post Assault” provides the necessary tools to treat and “package” two casualties for evacuation. It is simple enough for combat first responders and comprehensive enough for skilled medics to provide appropriate treatment. It is ideal to augment combat vehicles and rotary-wing aircraft. The bag design allows care providers to rapidly utilize the contents and it comes with mounting attachments for rapid employment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity Per Kit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharyngeal Airway – 28 fr. w/ lubricant</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam Gloves</td>
<td>5 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casualty Assistance Card</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencil</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle Catheter-14g/3.25”</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma Scissors</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Cloth Tape</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial Wipes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; H Compressed Gauze</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cravat (Triangular Bandage)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma Wound Dressing 6” Israeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blizzard Hypothermia Bag</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Jel Burn Dressing 4” x 16”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Jel Burn Dressing Face Mask</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6” Ace Wrap</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12” x 16” Abdominal Dressing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“H” Compression Bandage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuikClot Combat Gauze</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT-T Tourniquet</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM Sprint</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolin Chest Seal</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Jel Burn Wrap (30” x 36”) - pouch</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Jel Burn Dressing 4” x 4”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Cross Patch</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW QUIKCLOT COMBAT GAUZE

The first gauze to stop arterial and venous bleeding repeatedly. Powerful, yet cool, so it won’t burn. Pliable to pack into even penetrating traumatic wounds. Flexible to cover any size or shape. No mixing. No measuring. No heat. Easy to use. Easy to remove.

OMEGA RAIL

The Daniel Defense Omega Rail™ accurately displays our manufacturing capabilities by delivering a much needed product specifically engineered to satisfy the intense demands of the Military and Law Enforcement community. The Omega Rail™ is a free float rail system that accommodates individual operator installations, requiring ZERO modification to the host weapon! The Omega Rail™ features integrated, limited-rotation QD Sling Swivel mounts and an uninterrupted upper rail platform. All Omega Rail™ fasteners are built to military specifications for finish and quality. The Omega Rail™ is designed to work with AR15 gas systems. Its exceptional light weight makes it perfect for short rifles where size and weight are crucial for optimum performance. All Daniel Defense Rail Systems are built to the 1913 Military Specification and are 100% Quality Assurance checked for conformity to the specification.
Not all socks are created equal. We source exceptional high quality yarns and maintain exacting manufacturing standards at our Vermont knitting mill. Turn our socks inside out and you will see the quality we pride ourselves on. Wear our socks for just one day and you will feel the difference. All of our socks are knit with a foot hugging fit to eliminate blisters and with reinforced heels and toes for added durability. Our cushioned socks have dense resilient terry loop cushioning for superior cushioning without bulk.

**COOLMAX® - WARM TO HOT WEATHER**

- **MICRO CREW CUSHION**
  - Cushioned tactical sock appropriate with 6” boots. Dense resilient terry loop cushioning on foot bottom. Low bulk flat ribbing around leg. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability. Coolmax® is appropriate for warmer climates.
  - Color: Charcoal
  - Size: Small - X-Large

- **BOOT SOCK CUSHION**
  - Cushioned mid calf boot sock. Dense resilient terry loop cushioning surrounds calf and foot bottom. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability. Coolmax® is appropriate for warmer climates.
  - Color: Charcoal
  - Size: Small - X-Large

- **BOOT SOCK FULL CUSHION**
  - Full Cushioned mid calf boot sock. Dense resilient terry loop cushioning surrounds calf and entire foot. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability. Coolmax® is appropriate for warmer climates.
  - Color: Charcoal
  - Size: Small - X-Large

**BERRY COMPLIANT MILITARY ISSUE SOCKS**

- **MERINO WOOL BOOT SOCK CUSHION**
  - Color: Foliage Green
  - Size: X-Small - X-Large

- **USMC MERINO WOOL BOOT SOCK WITH MESH**
  - Designed with MARCORSYSCOM to provide the Marines with an all season versatile boot sock. Slightly taller than mid calf with dense resilient terry loop cushioning surround the calf and on the foot bottom. Mesh knitting on top of foot for enhanced breathability. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability.
  - Color: Coyote Brown
  - Size: X-Small - X-Large
**IWNS-T**

**INDIVIDUAL WEAPON NIGHT SIGHT - THERMAL**

Insight’s Individual Weapon Night Sight - Thermal (IWNS-T) is a handheld or weapon-mounted thermal weapon sight. The thermal imaging capability of the IWNS-T allows for observation and target identification under adverse conditions including light rain, smoke, light snow, and low light to total darkness. The IWNS-T incorporates a reticle used for weapon aiming.

- Easily turns a day optic into a thermal weapon sight
- Designed for the USMC to operate with the RCO
- Throw-lever rail interface allows for quick and easy “clip-on, clip-off”
- “Clip-on, Clip-off” alignment does not affect zero of day optic

---

**SU-232/PAS**

**CLIP-ON NIGHT VISION DEVICE-THERMAL**

Insight Technology’s Clip-On Night Vision Device-Thermal (CNVD-T) is a handheld or weapon-mounted thermal weapon sight. The thermal imaging capability of the CNVD-T allows for observation and target identification under adverse conditions including light rain, smoke, light snow, and low light to total darkness. The CNVD-T incorporates a reticle used for weapon aiming.

- Weapon-mounted as a stand-alone sight or in combination with day optics

---

**System Characteristics**

Dimensions: 7.3” L X 2.9” W X 3.8” H*

- Weight: 25 oz.
- Battery type: (4) 3-volt lithium
- Battery life: 8 hours
- Field of View: 9.6° horizontal
- Focus Range: 3m to infinity
- Recognition Range: ~1500m
- NSN: 5855-01-559-7064

* Dimensions include the objective lens cover and weapon mount.
The TerrAdaptor™ is the most versatile portable anchor/high directional system. The length and angle of each leg is independently adjustable, making the TerrAdaptor™ the most versatile tripod available. But, a tripod is just the beginning. With just the standard system, you can rig a gin pole/monopod and a A-frame/bipod at the same time. With the addition of the Quadpod Attachment System, you can build an incredibly strong, amazingly versatile quadpod. This innovative high directional system is the result of the combined years of experience in the design, use and manufacturing of equipment by Pigeon Mountain Industries (PMI), Skedco, and Seattle Manufacturing Corporation (SMC). When rigged in standard tripod and quadpod configurations, the TerrAdaptor™ is certified by UL to NFPA 1983; the only high directional with third party certification. Due to the extreme adjust ability of the TerrAdaptor™, countless non-standard configurations are possible, including shallow angles and horizontals (not available with other tripod systems) allowing the TerrAdaptor™ to adjust to your environment. The standard TerrAdaptor™ is a complete tripod system, including the head, three 3-section legs, three ball/spike feet and 3 back-packable storage bags. If you add the Quadpod Kit, it still fits in the 3 original bags.

- Extreme Adaptability
- Nearly unlimited configurations
- Interchangeable components
- Third Part Certification, UL certified to NFPA 1983 (in certain configurations)
- Replacement parts available
- Includes packable storage bags
VICKERS TACTICAL EXTENDED RELEASE

Finally, a proper fix for the under-sized factory Glock magazine release. The Vickers Tactical Extended Release is easy to install and made of the same tough polymer as the factory part. Now anyone with average- to small-size hands can release the magazine rapidly without shifting their grip on the weapon. The GMR-001 is mandatory if installing the Crimson Trace lasers, as they attach to the weapon backstrap and further move the strong hand to the rear, away from the release.

Fits Glock models 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35.

SLING-LINK

Is a Multiple Application Service Tool (M.A.S.T.). Designed to be used in the fire/rescue service for RIT and FAST teams. Made of durable nylon webbing, every Sling-Link is OSHA approved and meets NFPA 1983(06ED). Sling-Link is available in different sizes. Also available the Tactical Combat Rescue Sling.

- Used to drag or carry injured to safety
- Rugged and reliable
- Compact and portable
- Rated at 4,500 lbs
- Folds to fit in a pocket
- A low cost high strength rescue option
- Meets NFPA and OSHA standards
- Made in the USA
TEAM PACK PRO

- This is a package including the team pod and memory belts.
- Suunto Team POD with 100m range
- 10 Suunto Memory Belts for real-time monitoring and/or data recording
- Suunto Monitor PC Software for displaying data in real time
- Suunto Team Manager PC Software for logging and analysis of workouts

SUUNTO TEAM POD
Suunto Team POD is a Peripheral Observation Device designed to increase the effectiveness of group training. Team POD is connected to PC with USB interface and used with Team Manager software or in Fitness Solution software. Suunto Team POD makes it possible to monitor dozens of real-time heart rates simultaneously from a distance of up to 100 meters (330 feet). This allows the person monitoring to ensure that each and every athlete is training at their optimum heart rate. Team POD is able to receive HR signal from standard Suunto HR belts, which are sending ANT signal.

Product Features:
- ANT secure digital transmission technology
- Wireless USB connection with 100 m range, no batteries required
- Dimensions: 163 x 50 x 75 mm (6.4 x 2.0 x 3.0 inches)
- Frequency: 2.4 GHz, ANT compatible
- Weight: 180 g (6.35 oz) including tripod adapter and antenna
- Compatible with tripod quick release fixing system

MEMORY BELT WITH DOCKING STATION
The Suunto Memory Belt records data on an integrated memory chip for downloading and analyzing at a later time. Self-contained, easy to operate and virtually maintenance-free, the Suunto Memory Belt can be successfully utilized by team and individual athletes with minimal instruction or fuss. Operating on a secure, 2.4 GHz frequency, the Suunto Memory Belt transmits real-time heart rate information for immediate analysis during a workout. What’s more, if a break in transmission occurs, the complete training session can be retrieved from the unit’s internal memory. If you also want to see your heart rate, pair the belt with your Suunto T3/c, Suunto T4/c, or Suunto T6/c.
**HELFIGHTER LIGHT**

The Hellfighter™ packs power and versatility into a tough, compact package that weighs only 10 pounds and measures a mere eight inches in length. It features a shock-isolated ultra high-output HID lamp assembly that generates a blinding 3,000-lumen beam with enough reach to illuminate targets hundreds of yards away and enough surround beam to make it perfect for patrol or search-and-rescue operations.

Designed to mount on a .50 caliber machine gun—to either the gun’s sleeve or shield—the adaptable HellFighter can also be mounted on an M44 Minigun, a vehicle, or be detached and used as a handheld searchlight (all mounting systems sold separately). Its rugged high intensity discharge lamp (HID lamps have no filament to break or burn out) is powered by one or two military 5590 batteries or from a 12-volt auto battery. The Hellfighter quickly connects to either with a 10-foot cable (not included) that features both military 5590 connectors and an auto accessory (cigarette lighter) plug. Activating the Hellfighter is achieved via a rear-mounted pushbutton switch or a remote cable switch (not included) featuring both momentary- and constant-on.

Built to withstand intense recoil and combat conditions, the HellFighter’s water-resistant body is constructed from aerospace-aluminum hard-anodized with a Mil-Spec Type III finish. A 5mm multi-coated Pyrex® window protects its lamp assembly, and a filter on a pivoting mount swings over the window for additional protection or specialized lighting. Filters are available in opaque, for window protection; amber, for cutting through smoke or dust; or infrared, for use with night-vision equipment.
WHITES

FUSION TACTICAL

The Most Versatile Tactical Drysuit Ever Produced. The Fusion Featuring DryCore Technology
Whites innovative DryCore technology offers the ultimate in mobility, warmth, and streamlining. Quite simply,
there is no comparable dive suit, wet or dry, that can match the performance of this revolutionary design.
How It Works: First Layer (DryCore) is a loose fit shell dry suit incorporating, Polytex seals, dry zipper, air intake
and exhaust valves to create the waterproof barrier. The Second Layer or Over Suit, is made with a durable
stretch fabric, which is attached to the DryCore at the wrists, ankles and dry zipper to form fit or streamline
the inner dry suit against the body.

The 2 Layer DryCore Advantage

High Mobility: No other dry suit in the world can match the mobility of the Fusion. The internal loose cut DryCore is held in place by the independent outer
Stretch Skin providing unrestricted movement in your arms, legs, and torso.

Streamlined: The outer Stretch Skin provides a streamlined outer surface to the suit with minimal drag. No loose fabrics wrinkles or double entry tunnels to
provide resistance and slow you down as you swim.

Durability: the double layer construction exceeds the durability of current single layer shell type drysuits. Only premium grade dry zippers, Polytex seals, and
materials are used in the construction resulting in a hard wearing long lasting suit.

Versatility of the Outer Skin: Do you have missions that require different gear? No problem, just Velcro on a different exterior skin. Whether you just want to
replace the existing skin, or your mission requires a separate color, the skins are user replaceable in just a couple of minutes.

Huge Temperature Range: The DryCore technology provides a dry barrier against the elements. Match Whites thermal undergarments to the conditions, just
like a traditional drysuit, layering up or down. The Fusion has you covered from ice Diving to Tropical Waters.

Buoyancy Control: The outer Stretch Skin places an even external pressure over the DryCore making dry suit buoyancy control a snap. Providing the exhaust
valve is set correctly, this external pressure will assist the diver in maintaining the perfect amount of air volume within the suit. No more pocketing and pooling
of air in your drysuit.

Warmer: the constant pressure of the outer Stretch Skin regulates the air layer within the DryCore eliminating hot and cold spots, while at the same time
reducing your body energy output to keep warm.

Less Weight: 10% less weight on your belt.

Compact: The fusion folds up into half the size of a cold water wet suit or traditional drysuit. Suit weighs roughly 40% less than traditional suits: easy
travelling.

Easy Self Entry: Unlike many other advertised self entry drysuits, the Fusion’s unique zipper configuration is truly self entry; “standby” mode is comfortable
and takes only seconds to get into “dry” mode.

Size Range: 95% of the military divers fit into the s/m, l/xl, or the 2xl/3xl. The suit is available in 5 stock sizes. 2xs/xs, s/m, l/xl, 2xl/3xl, and 4xl+. No need for
custom sizing with the fusion.

Complete: Diving version comes complete with bag, low pressure hose and zipper wax. Swimmer version available.

Besides all of the other benefits of the Tactical Fusion, the Outer Stretch Skins incorporate the highly durable and abrasion resistant Superfabric. A Ceramic
material is embedded into the base fabric, making this fabric almost indestructible. These panels are place at the knees, elbows and seat area of the suit.
Underneath the knees and elbows are pockets that can hold various thicknesses of padding for that added protection and comfort. Stretch Skin material is
available with Fire Retardant properties. For Ultimate Performance and Protection in a Drysuit, chose the Tactical Swimmer or Dive Fusion.